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School Crisis Recovery 
and Renewal (SCRR)
Trauma-Informed COVID-19 Leadership Practice Guide 
RECOVERY AND RENEWAL  

Promoting effective and sustainable change in the ways school

communities and school leadership builds the skills, knowledge,

and attributes necessary to recover and renew after a crisis.

https://www.nctsn.org/
http://www.traumatransformed.org/
https://www.cars-rp.org/
https://schoolcrisishealing.org/
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Structural witnessing

Center significant relationship

Foster healing center cultures

Encourage individual and collective

Be prepared to sit in sticky stuck

Renewal itself can foster renewed

Engage in collective reflection

Leading school communities through crisis response towards
recovery and renewal is hard, complex, and transformative. 

The following guide is a capture of content presented during SCRR’s inaugural School Crisis

Recovery & Renewal COVID Leadership Coaching Series. From March-May 2021, school teams

from across the country gathered to move through four of the six trauma-informed systems

leadership competencies (Relational Leadership, Trauma-informed Communication,

Mindfulness & Reflection, and Radical Self-Inquiry & Critical Inquiry), examining each

competency together to explore strategies and ways to be- before, during, and through crises.

From January - May 2021, more than 30 school teams explored values that center integration,

healthy communication, personal and structural reflection, collaboration, growth and healing. All

school teams had been through a crisis in the past (e.g., natural disaster, student death(s),

school–community shootings) and were responding to the COVID-19 crisis.

We encourage readers to use this guide to explore the four trauma-informed and healing-

centered leadership competencies with the goal of building and sustaining trauma-informed

school cultures and structures during and after school crises.

More specifically, we invite you to use this guide to help reflect on and increase your COVID-

19 related school crisis leadership skills, capacities, and actions.

This four-part guide builds on the Crisis Leadership Renewal themes from the School Mental

Health Crisis Leadership Lessons: Voices of Experience from Leaders in the Pacific Southwest

Region | Mental Health Technology Transfer Center, which names the following 7 elements as

essential leadership practices in the context of school crisis renewal:

story about crisis

commitment to work

We hope that the following builds upon your

trauma-informed leadership, your commitment

to your own renewal, as well as the renewal of

your school communities.

Your community is resourced and resourceful.

The content was adapted for School Crisis Recovery & Renewal by Antoine Moore & Oriana Ides for the School Crisis Recovery & Renewal

project, an NCTSI Category II site in the NCTSN Network, May 2021.

Introduction 
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https://traumatransformed.org/documents/Leadership%20Competencies.pdf
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/product/school-mental-health-crisis-leadership-lessons-voices
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/product/school-mental-health-crisis-leadership-lessons-voices
https://mhttcnetwork.org/centers/pacific-southwest-mhttc/product/school-mental-health-crisis-leadership-lessons-voices


During and after a crisis, school leaders help a school community build and bring to action a

collective coping system to navigate overwhelming situations and stay attuned to how various

members will be activated by different events, experience shared events differently, and have

varying response, recovery and renewal needs.

Effective school crisis leaders value the centrality of relationships. They use human connection

and influence more than power and authority to affect change and work toward systems

change goals.

Effective school crisis leaders prioritize safety as not just physical, but emotional, social, and

work to create the conditions for safety in each of these domains. They understand that fostering

trauma-informed and healing-centered school cultures rests on top of a solid foundation of

relationship and connection.

Relational leadership is a core competency because building safe
relationships is essential to promoting all of the principles of building a
trauma-informed school system. 

Relational Leadership
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The image above from the April 2021 cohort captures what safety feels like to have in

schools and what builds safety in schools.



Attend to staff’s humanity not just their work responsibilities.

Be willing to attend to and stay open to others, even under stress. This includes managing

one’s own stress. It is hard to be relational if one is constantly under pressure.

Use frequent and intentional appreciation (appreciations boards or Friday emails)

Grow capacity to express emotion and vulnerability

Motivate/inspire (i.e. frame communication in ways that speak to others’ natural intrinsic

motivation)

Give and accept challenging feedback openly and gracefully, especially under stress

Focus on building a sense of team. Each of us holds a piece of the puzzle.

Consider ways to support connection institutionally (measure connectedness in climate

surveys; embed relational skills into performance reviews; offer modes for repairing ruptures

in relationships)

Skills, Capacities & Actions:

Under pressure, how can you balance your focus between task completion or relationship

building and sustaining?

How might relational leadership go beyond individual characteristics and become

foundational to the structure of your school culture (e.g., mandates, decision-making,

meeting structure, crisis planning, curriculum/pedagogy, discipline, email practices,

 Reflection Questions:

workload committees, performance evaluations, supervision practices, physical space,

healthy debriefing)?

Relational Leadership - cont'd 
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Practice Examples for Relational Leadership 
Designing the Alliance

Resources:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/14zoCsKyP7hD18GXdcesM6VMeJu93TZ7Fyf3GkyCNnYg/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13sH3og6Z6MDoXpGyZxXgkqaRATXog4Gc/view?usp=sharing


Our brain's language center can shut down.

Loss of language (access to language center) is common.

The brain's ability to process language-heavy messages diminishes.

Start and end with connecting words. (e.g., a feeling, "we," or other language that signals

relationship)

Right-size information (how much to give, timing/when); avoid language-heavy content.

Consider multi-modal (e.g., virtual connection, written communication, and when it is safe, to

do so in person in smaller gatherings) and accessible (e.g., with ASL, interpretation, with

cultural brokers), communication delivery modes

Offer stabilization. (anticipate predictable stressors; provide “whys,” likely impacts, what's

next)

Consider using storytelling to shape the meaning of communication.

Consider and offer meaningful places and opportunities to receive reactions.

Leading through crisis requires that we communicate in ways that are clear, transparent and

prioritize the health and well-being of the workforce. Trauma-informed communication during,

through, and after crisis acknowledges that how you frame and deliver information will influence

how people will experience events and circumstances. Leaders must be highly attentive or they

risk inadvertently exacerbating distress in how they communicate. To reduce stress,

communication must be receiver-centered (see page 7 for examples of what receiver-centered

communication might sound and feel like).

Things to consider in high stress arousal situations:

Skills, Capacities & Actions: (see practice example for application)

Trauma-informed Communication
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The loss of language functioning is critical to our
understanding of what happens to 

the traumatized person. 
-Dr. Sandra L Bloom, Drexel University

How might communication be framed not only as about giving information but also

about shaping the perception and experience of school community members?

How might you ensure that school staff experience safety in and through

communication (e.g. emotional regulation, emotional expression, and stability during the

change process)?

Reflection Questions:



During communication, leaders tend to over-focus on facts and clarifying the words used. Studies show

that often it doesn’t entirely matter what we meant to say. What matters is the meaning-making that

happens inside the other person, and this is informed by how the listener hears, experiences, and

responds to what we say. From this perspective, communication is not simply about accuracy; it is also

about experience.

As we move into crisis recovery and renewal, we cannot solely focus on the accuracy of information. This

increases the burden upon us for getting our meaning across through shaping others’ experience of us,

not just through delivering the right words. What a person may be needing from us is not merely more

clarity but a more connective or corrective experience.

See two (2) strategies below for thinking about framing, nuance, and shaping other’s experience.

1) Motivate: Speak to what naturally motivates people.

2) Metabolize: Attend to underlying fears.

Gentle reminder: there will always be some kind of hurt and injury-intentional or unintentional-in

communication. The hurt could be held by the sender or receiver. Communication always gives us

opportunities to mend and repair ruptures as they surface-in the moment, or in time. To learn more, check

out our session on the School Crisis Leadership Renewal- the Art of Apology & Repair.

Motivate People Metabolize Common Fears

Self-interest, personal gain (How

do I speak to the priorities of this

person?)

Community standing, membership

(How do I know this is serving OUR

group priorities?)

Sense making (How can I articulate

that this decision makes sense?)

Autonomy, control (How can I offer

agency?)

Self-realization, unique self (How

will this support our staff growth

and development?)

Communicating to the needs of

people's deeper being.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Fear of annihilation: " I am not important

enough to be noticed. I am too afraid to

stand up for myself. I have no ability to

affect my environment"

---> Leadership Remedy: Build Agency

Fear of disintegration: "I am going to be

overwhelmed, I cannot handle what has

yet to come, I have to set my teeth firm

and steel myself to survive"

---> Leadership Remedy: Build Safety

Fear of abandonment: " No one cares

about me, I will be left behind, my

concerns will not be heard or held, I am

going to end up in the dump"

---> Leadership Remedy Build Belonging

Trauma-informed Communication - cont'd
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The 2 “M’s”: Moments of Communication Intervention

Citation: The 2M's were developed by Antoine Moore, SCRR Field Coach, as part of Trauma Informed Systems Leadership Competencies.

See page 8 for applying the trauma-informed communication into practice and application to memo after a crisis. 

https://schoolcrisishealing.org/events-learning-opportunities/memorialization-and-commemoration-navigating-creating-and-holding-space-in-our-schools-after-loss/


Dear Educators,

I am heartbroken.

Yesterday we lost a former student, a community member in a

shooting very near to our campus. Not surprisingly, many of us are

feeling devastated, scared, and upset. I am holding each of our

students, educators, and community members in my heart.

We know that educators and students have many questions and

needs, and concerns about safety. Over the next few days, district

leaders and our crisis response team will be on-site at the school to

support the immediate and short-term needs of impacted students,

educators, and community members. This team will be on-site

through the end of this week to help our school community process

this tragic loss, provide information, and set up classroom and

school-wide resources to grieve, recover, and heal together.

I am reminded today of the importance of banding

together in times of loss, to find strength in our

commitment to students to create school

communities in which they deeply live, learn,

and flourish.

In gratitude,

Dear Clinic Employees:

The purpose of this memo is to alleviate any personnel

concerns regarding safe return to worksites following

yesterday’s incident involving gun violence outside our

southeast clinic. The local authorities completed their

investigation at 5:06pm last evening in order that our clinic

could resume operations today at 10am. Last evening, we

dispatched our environmental safety team to remove all blood,

bodily fluid, biohazards from outside entryway and to repair

property damage resulting from the incident. We are very

happy to report that clinic operations can resume as the facility

has been deemed safe and as such, we ask employees

to report to the facility during assigned shifts and to

check-in with your immediate supervisor if you

have any follow up concerns.

Respectfully,

CEO

The memo examples below were adapted from real memos written directly
after a crisis (shooting at a school health clinic, loss student at a school site).

This school memo was written in response to loss of a student following
community violence impacting school community. 

This clinic memo was written by a CEO after a shooting outside the
pediatric clinic. 

Trauma-informed Communication - cont'd

2 M: Motivate: Speaking to self/community

needs; growth/development

Skill: Start with connecting words.

2 M: Metabolize: Build Safety and speak

to underlying fears

Skill: Right-size information; Avoid

language-heavy

Page 8

 
Skill: Offer stabilization

While this memo clearly focuses

on the accuracy of information

and facts following a crisis, it

lacks focus on connecting with

receivers who may be fearful and

focus on motivating and

metabolizing fears.



Reflections from cohort participants: 
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Trauma Informed Communication - cont'd

My a-ha moment is realizing that during the last school crisis, I made
 an assumption that my site team was more concerned with me fixing
the ineffective alarm and safety protocols, but what they first needed
from me was to acknowledge how scary this (incident) was and to 

honor the way in which we came together to survive it.
-SCRR COVID Coaching Cohort participant 

The image above from the Spring cohort captures responses from school leaders who have
navigated crisis and their advice for communicating in the context of school crisis.



Reflective leadership is long-term focused and can inform school crisis readiness when we

take the time to reflect on the efficacy of our practices and policies.

Mindfulness is a necessary ingredient for both healing in real time and systems

transformation. This awareness supports school leaders in sustaining the systems, practices

and actions developed in response to community needs.

Mindful and reflective leadership in times of school crisis looks like the capacity to reflect is

necessary for leaders to move from crisis response into recovery and renewal. This leadership

skill values cultivating awareness, contemplation, and deliberation in effort towards building

healing centered schools. It is attentive to openings and opportunities for meaningful

intervention in the now.

Presence. Being with what is in the here and now.

Space. Capacity to see, feel, or tolerate distress without reacting.

Respond. Can exercise choice over habit and comfort; able to move from autopilot to aware.

Inquiry. An orientation toward open inquiry and curiosity; able to maintain open mind, open

heart, open will.

Eagle eye. Able to step back and look at the whole system rather than be caught up in the

system.

Contemplative. Values building spaces and opportunities to slow down and contemplate

even as the culture/system demands continuous and immediate attention.

Mindful and Reflective Leadership

Skills, Capacities & Actions:
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Trauma-Informed Systems principles and practices
support reflection in place of reaction, curiosity in lieu of

numbing, self-care instead of self-sacrifice, and collective
impact rather than siloed structures. 

-San Francisco Dept. of Public Health Leader 



Protect and structure time blocks for planning and getting work done.

Become better practiced at saying no. Prioritize better. Focus on what is important, not only

urgent.

Time budgeting. Structure time based on how long things actually take vs. what I have to

do. Create to-do list, rank items by importance, build intentional strategies. (e.g., time block,

manage distractions)

Decision making. Make decisions earlier and at lower levels (otherwise can lead to

reactivity). For leaders - Be involved with the implementation, not just the decision to adopt

new decision. Include staff proximate to the roll out to inform decision-making (leaders use

WAIT (Why Am I Talking) in meetings to de-center influence in discussions)

Create small "take a beat/take a pause moments" (e.g., a bell anyone can use that would

cause everyone in the office to take a moment to stop and center). Create and structure

agendas with "un-packing" practices. Create contexts for thinking about an issue without

solving it.

Mindful Gathering. Revisit meeting expectations: does it have to be an hour? Possibly meet

less but more frequently? Is a meeting the best way to attend to this issue? Conduct regular

meeting audits.

Mindful and Reflective Leadership - cont'd
Examples of Building Reflective Practices 
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Leaders: 
Change is the narrative. 

Get proximate. Stay hopeful. 
Be willing to do the uncomfortable.

- Bryan Stevenson
 



What do you notice about the pattern of reactivity in your organization and in your

leadership within the last year?

To the degree that crises will inevitably happen, what might you as a leader do to

anticipate and mitigate them through mindful practices? Spaces? Decompression

planning?

Knowing and acknowledging the constraints of time and resources, how might your

institution still imagine and build more reflective cultures at your school site(s)?

Think about which mindfulness practice you might benefit from most and dedicate one

month to maintaining a mindfulness practice. Keep a journal to capture your reflections.

Notice your own resistances. What can you say about yourself that contributes to

making mindfulness and reflection difficult for you (i.e. personality, values, awareness,

(un)willingness, specific challenges, etc)?

Mindfulness: Organizational Awareness

Mindfulness: Self-Awareness

The roots (e.g., strong PTA, values)

The leaves (e.g., after-school

programs)

The weather conditions

(e.g., SEL, COVID-19, racial uprising)

The petals (e.g., equity, mutual aid

networks)

As an individual, team, or full staff,

create or find an image of a flower.

Together, use priming question below

and the parts of a flower as a

metaphor.

Identify:
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Reflection Questions: Reflection is the Practice

Resources:

Article on How to be Less Reactive and More Proactive

It's Your Turn: Put into Practice.

Mindfulness and Reflective Leadership - cont'd

Weather Conditions: 
Local and federal
trends/policies Petals: 

Unexpected blooming

Roots: 
Existing core elements of
your school community Leaves: 

Existing, new or lost
relationships/partnerships

Identify the quality of the following elements that
are either soothing or activating your school

community over the past year.

Activity! Putting Mindfulness & reflective leadership into practice 
What have been the most significant leadership triumph that you and your team have faced

regarding the COVID-19 pandemic?

https://medium.dave-bailey.com/how-to-be-less-reactive-and-more-proactive-f09a2675eec9


Radical: relating to or affecting the foundational nature of a thing

Radical Self-inquiry invites you to ask questions about your own foundational nature

Critical Inquiry: interrogation of the disciplinary cultures and practices where knowledge

Capacity for critical self-awareness and humility

Willingness to challenge assumptions and unpack cherished beliefs

Interrogate the degree of internalization and embodiment of one’s values & principles

Commitment to learn by staying in relationship in spite of discomfort or tension (including

pushing self and organization to collaborate with important people who are hard to

collaborate with)

Critical examination of school curricula, pedagogy, interventions, performance

measurements, and problem (and success) formulations

This skill focuses on building one’s own self-concept (radical self-inquiry) as well as the

institution one leads (critical inquiry).

is produced and the pedagogical and curricular architectures where it is reproduced

This requires leaders to be willing to look in the mirror and assess their current mindsets,

behaviors, and styles to see if the institution is supporting or inhibiting the changes the

organization needs to make.

Skills, Capacities & Actions:

Critical: What are the conditions necessary to sustain cultures of safety? Whose safety is

protected? What are the unintended consequences of our safety protocols?

Radical: Do you tend to assume that good intentions and good work will prevail or do

you actively investigate what are the unintended consequences you may be producing

as a leader or as an institution?

Reflection Questions:

As a white leader, I hold both power and positionality. If I do 
not understand the forces that are at work internally, I can do

violence. Using radical inquiry uncovers these internal patterns,
makes them conscious, so I can better interrupt bias and make

conscious leadership choices that support power-building at the
margins versus power-over.

-Jen Leland, SCRR Field Director 

Radical Self-inquiry & Critical Inquiry
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Practice and Process of Radical Self-inquiry:

Pick on small area you hope to change; don't

try to do it all at once. Remember, when one variable

changes, it can influence the entire system to change.

Step 1: Define current patterns: Who am I?

What is important to me? How do I connect

with others?

Step 2: Define the patterns you want: What is it

that you really want? Are there patterns that you can

copy from others? Or patterns you want to avoid?

Step 3: Use the diagram to the right to create your picture of

conditions to support radical self & critical inquiry

Step 4: After completing Step 3, see if the words you put

down in circles lead to the desired patterns that guide you

to spot in the center-your goal.

Step 5: Write simple rules: Start writing one rule for

each part of the circle. Keep this list short, simple,

and focused on how to be and act, not only on

what to do. Start with verbs.

Step 3: Picture
Diagram
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Radical Self Inquiry & Critical Inquiry - cont'd

Resources:
Listen here: Radical Self-inquiry in Leadership 
Read here: Critical Inquiry in School Leadership 

Radical Self-inquiry process above adapted from Simple Rules: A Radical Inquiry into Self; M Tytel, R. Holladay, 2011

Using the process below, gather your leadership team and use radical inquiry process above to

apply to your school or institution. (e.g. restoring safety after a crisis; reflect on the conditions and

patterns that create safety)

Activity! Moving from the individual (self inquiry) to the institutional 
(critical inquiry)

https://fb.watch/5LSRGEDozF/
https://fb.watch/5LSRGEDozF/
http://olms.cte.jhu.edu/olms2/data/ck/file/What_we_know_about_SchoolLeadership.pdf
http://olms.cte.jhu.edu/olms2/data/ck/file/What_we_know_about_SchoolLeadership.pdf
http://olms.cte.jhu.edu/olms2/data/ck/file/What_we_know_about_SchoolLeadership.pdf
http://olms.cte.jhu.edu/olms2/data/ck/file/What_we_know_about_SchoolLeadership.pdf


Contact Info:
Email: SCRR@cars-rp.org

Website: www.schoolcrisishealing.org

 

Get Social with Us!
Facebook: @scrr.project

Instagram: @scrr_project

Twitter: @scrr_project

 

Connect with SCRR
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This work is complex and always benefits from support.

Please contact us if you would like consultation,

coaching, or training with any part of what we offer in

this guide. We're here for you.

mailto:SCRR@cars-rp.org
http://www.schoolcrisishealing.org/
https://facebook.com/scrr.project
https://www.instagram.com/scrr_project
https://twitter.com/scrr_project
http://www.schoolcrisishealing.org/


This publication is supported by SAMHSA of the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services (HHS) as part of a financial assistance award totaling $3,000,000

over five years (2020-2025) with 100 percent funded by SAMHSA/HHS. The

contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official

views of, nor an endorsement, by SAMHSA/HHS, or the U.S. Government.

Disclaimer
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